Air Exploits—Achivements of American aircraft in the war illustrated in Colns. 1, 2, 3, and 6 should interest your readers. See story. See story.

Production—The aircraft industry knows how to solve problems to speed production, says a House Committee on Aviation. See Colns. 1, 2, 3, 6.

Research— during the month of April, more than 4000 hours per mile are now required for military planes. See annual report of National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Coln. 6.

Editorial—All stories and photographs released by AVIATION NEWS FEATURES may be used by American military air forces and other nations which have been granted special permission, by the U. S. Navy, The Office of Civilian Committee and NAA, provided they meet with its regulations.

Production Problems Solved by Industry, Congress Group Finds

Aircraft Industry Approves Methods Used by

Firms to Increase Output

WASHINGTON, D.C.—"You can get the best information available, it indicates the production schedule, how far they are, for this we plan and we will be fulfilled by American ingenuity and industry."

Military Aircraft Committee authorizes immediate steps to improve output of aircraft for the U. S. Navy. The group, working for the Department of the Navy, said it had been authorized to take immediate steps to improve output of aircraft for the U.S. Navy.

According to the plans, the committee said, it would be possible to double the number of aircraft produced.

As many as 2400 planes per month may be produced, according to the plans, the committee said, as many as 2400 planes per month may be produced. The committee also said it would be possible to double the number of aircraft produced.
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